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MRT 1/1/13 9:36am Home 
Yes, I am home and Happy New Year 

to all of you!  

This morning started a little slow for me. I 

woke up to the alarm clock screaming in 

my ear at 5:15am. I have no idea why I 

turned that on last night. I got up and 

decided to go to Starbucks for coffee 

finding they didn't open until later. Oh it is a 

holiday¿ so I drove 

around a little and 

retuning home 

because nothing 

was open at six this 

morning. I ate some 

Grape-Nuts cereal 

and at 7:00 headed 

back up to Starbucks 

for that cup of 

coffee. By then Luke 

was just opening the 

door for us customers. I greeted him with 

a;"Good afternoon!" and he smiled. 

I got my coffee and one of those 

snowman cookies saying I would put the 

snowman inside me to warm him up. It was 

only 4° outside so Luke & Linda understood 

my meaning. I sat down and started 

reading. In a while a text message came in 

and it was Michelle. 

Michelle asked if Starbucks was opened 

today. I replied with "Yup, I'm already here. 

:)", "Is it too earlier for your first cup?" Shortly 

she was sitting with me. It was a pleasant 

surprise because she spends the holidays 

with family and I hadn't seen her much. It is 

amazing how much you missed people 

when they come back into your life after 

only being away just a few days.  

Oh 7734! 

I just heard the Air Raid Siren! It is the first 

Tuesday at ten o'clock. I know they are 
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going to bomb us of the first Tuesday of the 

month because nobody will pay any 

attention. Yes, I know it is just a warning for 

storms now days, but no one I know pay 

any attention to that siren. When I was a 

kid it was a Duck and Cover warning siren. 

And it was the first Tuesday of the month at 

10:00am in the morning back then too.  

I wonder if one time they waited until 

the first Wednesday of the month if anyone 

would notice. RLOL (really laughing out 

loud) It is probity  on a timer and it is stuck 

in the back corner of a closet somewhere 

where no one alive know where it is and if 

they find it no one is left that knows how to 

reset it.  

3-Jan-13 6:50am *$ 
I sit here in Starbucks reading my book 

and Regina talks about Feng Shui. This is 

the art of placement. It is about the Chi 

(energy) flow. 

... 

Steve came in! Steve is a man I met up 

here about six month ago about a week 

after he returned from walking the 

Camino. He had this big book here was 

going to read. It didn't happen. Instead we 

had a nice visit. 

Now I see the Spinning Wheel ladies are 

here. Don't they know it Thursday? I have 

only seen them here on Tuesday's.  

Well I need another cup of coffee. 

Whoops, the line is too long for now.  

... 

Feng Shui is about de-cluttering and 

placing this that effect 

the flow of energy 

through your living 

space. Color and things 

make a big difference 

in your life. Clutter is like 

sediment that settles 

into the idle spaces 

where energy flows like sandbar alone the 

side of rivers. 

I understand this and keep talking 

about de-clutter but never seem to get 

motivated to do anything about it.  Maybe 

if these people would get out of my way I 

could get my coffee. Wow There are even 

more people in line. Maybe we need a 

second Starbucks in town. Hum... 

Ah, I got my coffee! 

Someone just came up to the table with 

the spinning wheels ladies and was in awe 

of the spinning. She had never seen this 

happen before. I hear enough to get a 

good feeling hearing someone to get 

excited about seeing something new. 

6-Jan-13 7:13am *$ 
Happy 12th day of Christmas! What is 

the 12day? I finished my first book of the 

year, "The ZEN of 

Organizing." And it is Kim's 

birthday. It is the big five 

oh for her. Happy 

Birthday Kim! 

Oh, it is Twelve 

Drummers Drumming 

Day. 

Confusing 
I was invited to Santa Barbara and 

Santa Fe this year. I also want to go to 

Sedona, see all 48 states and about a 

hundred other things this year to. I just have 

ants in my pants to go somewhere or do 

something. I have been climbing the walls 

and ...well I feel I need do something but 

am not sure what that means. I have 

already had people telling me to do "this" 

or do "that" but I don't want to do those 

things. There is something in the back of my 

mind that is trying to get out where I can 

see it and I don't know what it is yet. I keep 

having thought but nothing and everything 
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is hitting me at the same time. It is very 

confusing right now.  

Maybe I should go for a drive and think. 

9-Jan-13 8:15am TC 
Good morning, how can I be busy 

when I am retired? It seems like I have 

been very busy the last few days. I have 

been everything what some people would 

call work to what other might call play. I 

don't see it stopping for a few more days 

yet. I was busy enough to miss my Tuesday 

morning Starbucks visit. This isn't too bad to 

miss one day but I better not happen 

again or I might get cranky.  

I even didn't get here to visit with Anila 

over the weekend. And she reminded me 

this morning. 

*$ Coffee 9:53 
Well I came up here for a quite cup of 

coffee while I was proof reading my 

yearend issue of MRT. Well if it is anything 

up here, it is not quite. The cushy chairs are 

all full. The tables are all full and it seems 

like 25% have their laptops eating up "My" 

bandwidth.  The internet connection is 

dead slow right now so I just am doing this. 

I did finish proofing the newsletter so that is 

out of the way for now. 

So some of those people have left who 

were using their laptops so I will see if I can 

finish whatever I was going to do. What 

was that....? 

Nope, it is still slow. While I was at TC for 

breakfast I could not get connected to 

Green Garden's Wi-Fi either. It was a 

different story there. I knew their password 

and have never been in the place. They 

must have a new password so I won't be 

using it because it not really legal. 

I will be looking to have my own Mo-Fi 

hotspot. This is a portable Wi-Fi server that 

works off the Cell phone system. It is also 

known as "4G" and "3G". There are services 

where you only pay for the bandwidth you 

use. 

The major service providers charge a 

fixed rate like $30 a month for 3 GBs if you 

use it or not it cost you $30. I was looking 

around and there is someone out there 

that charges $4.95 a month plus you 

usage. This means I may cost me $5 to $10 

a month for what I use. I think I will go 

search them out and just do it. Remind me 

if I forget to tell you about it. 

 

Starbucks 
I made a run to Sam's Club for supplies 

and as usual I bought more then I really 

needed.  This time I only went overboard a 

little. I bought some frozen Greek yogurt. 

That is better than buying one of those 

three gallon tubs of ice cream I keep 

eyeing up. Mostly I bought can good 

today.  

After I got home I took a short nap and 

decided to come up here for coffee. Like 

most of the time when I come up here it is 

packed. This is one of the few times I have 

come in here and not seen anyone I know. 

I didn't get my hardware for my 

personal Wi-Fi. Well, maybe tomorrow? 

 

Town & Country 
I haven't been here in the evening in a 

very long time. I decided to come out and 

maybe have fish fry with Bill & Kim. I think 

they come out here so I called but no one 

answered the phone. Yes, I still use the 

phone to make calls. I have not forgotten 

how to use that old stuff yet. Anyway I left 

a message and have received a reply. I 

kind of waited very late so they may not 

be coming.  Since I am out of touch with 

phones I didn't tell them to call my cell 

phone. Since I am here I can't answer my 

home phone from here.  I could answer my 
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home phone from here if I had it setup to 

do so. So I will just hang around and see if 

they just happen to show up. 

I see it is dark outside. Does that always 

happen at night? As I said I haven't been 

out at night in a long time. It's not too busy 

here yet. I will just put this away and watch 

the people. 

 

12-Jan-13 6:11am *$ 

50 degrees! Yes fifty! How can this be? I 

walked out the door and had to come 

back in and exchange my coat for a 

jacket. One things though. On the 

Rockford radio they say it is going to snow 

tonight. Guess that part is ok because after 

it is the 12th of January and the weather is 

normally cold and snowy. So I will be trying 

to enjoy what the weather gods are giving 

us today. Thank you! 
 

In All Fairness 
I complain about these wobbly tables 

here at Starbucks all the time. Sometimes I 

wonder if they know what is going on out 

here where us customer sit. Well today I 

was kidding Barb, the manger, about 

setting up the tables outside because it is 

so nice outside this morning. She said she 

almost did yesterday. I said;"You should just 

take these tables and put them out there, 

they are not much good in here as 

unstable as they are!" Then I touched the 

corned to demonstrate spilling my coffee 

all over the table. This got her telling me 

about her trying to get them to replace 

them for a long time and getting nowhere. 

So my Starbucks friend Barbara is working it 

so maybe in the next ten years we'll have 

stable tables. Thanks Barb for sharing! 

There is an App for That 
I was sitting here trying to find an easy 

way to get a picture from my iPhone to my 

iPad. Normally I would just email it. This 

works but there has to be another way. At 

home I would connect the iPad and 

iPhone to the PC and transfer the pictures. 

Again this works but I am not at home. So I 

head out to the App Store and I find an 

App that lets me just connect the iPad and 

iPhone together via Bluetooth with no 

wires. It works! It is a little slow and you can 

only transfer one picture at a time. But this 

just tells me it is an app. The only tried one 

App. This one stops if you back out while it 

is running and you need to start over. I will 

look more for one that will work in the 

background. I like to multitask while 

waiting. Now I know it can be done I will 

work on another way. 

Wait, offline storage would do this too. I 

could store my pictures in one of those 

services and with one device and pick it 

up with the other. I will check that out! Now 

I need to go see Mary and Heather at 

Vaughan's for breakfast. 

 

Rumors & Gossip 
Most of you know I don't put much of 

the rumors and gossip I hear on the street 

in the newsletters. I do like to listen to them 

and do repeat some of it but I avoid 

writing about it. Every now and think it is so 

far out there I am amazed that anyone 

would repeat it without checking it out. 

Since I still have trouble restraining myself 

sometimes I have decided to publish it on 

my online version of Marty's Random 

Thoughts from time to time just to get it out 

of my system. So if you want to read it go 

there and search for "rumor" or "gossip" and 

see if I have posted anything. 
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13-Jan-13 6:34am *$ 

Yesterday I received my personal Wi-Fi 

device. I put it on the charger and brought 

it with me here to Starbucks today. I saw 

the Wi-Fi was a little slow so I thought I 

would check it out. Wouldn’t know it, it 

won't turn on. It worked just fine at home. 

Now what? Oh well I need more things 

that give problems. Well, well, well, I think 

that what I might do with it is put it in to a 

deep well. 

So while sitting here I went to the 

internet and I found that this device needs 

to be turned off in order to charge it. This 

means that I have to remember to turn it 

off! I think it is the only device I own that 

you have to physically power it off when it 

is plugged in so it will charge. I am not sure 

I like that. In the old days I have rewires 

devices so they could be used while they 

charged. This I would call old technology. 

Well I have 90 days to decide if it is what I 

want to deal with. 

The idea was to have something that 

would cost me less money and be 

covenant too. Today it has one less point 

to the "I'm not sure" direction. 

 

Road Trip 
Mike and Petra asked me if I was going 

the America Pilgrims Gathering in Santa 

Barbara in March. I am thinking about it. 

Maybe I could pack up my back pack, 

throw it in the motor home, put a "For Sale" 

sign on it and go. If it sells I could grab the 

back pack and head for the airport. 

Hum...I'm thinking! 

Here is the link: 

http://www.americanpilgrims.com/events/

events_national.html 

Thinking more about this I could leave 

home and stop in Kansas and see Marcia 

& Edie.  Then head to Santa Fe and pickup 

Mike and Petra and head to California. 

Maybe stop in St. Louis and see Steve. Then 

in Sedona stop for coffee, then Iowa and 

see Steve & Wally along the way.  

Maybe load up the motor home and 

make a delivery. I have a friend that needs 

to ship some things to California so could 

save her some money. I wonder if this stuff 

would fit in the motor home and I would still 

have room in it to use it as a home. I guess I 

could tow a trailer too. That would make a 

nice road trip even if I didn't make the 

Gathering. I should get more Information 

on the things that need to be in California. 

That would be a nice Road Trip! 

Well I need some breakfast and also 

take my new Mo-Fi device and charge it. 

14-Jan-12 11:51am Home 
That's something new. I'm home having 

random thoughts. For a long time I have 

been having random thoughts while sitting 

at Starbucks or places other than home. 

Maybe I am changing.  

Computer Repair 
This morning I helped a friend save a 

few hundred dollars. Well they thought 

they would have to buy a new laptop. I 

save the day!  In reality I didn't do 

anything but wave my hand over it. Wait, I 

didn't even do that, it just worked. I did 

nothing. And I didn't even take credit with 

it. Don't you just love it when things don't 

work for you and when you ask for help 

nothing seems to fail. It has happened to 

me many, many times. I think that is why I 

am so good at fixing things when nothing is 

wrong. The intermittent issues are a big 

royal pain because until they fail you don't 

have a clue what to check out. 

So it is another one of those gifts from 

God, to not get too frustrated.  

http://www.americanpilgrims.com/events/events_national.html
http://www.americanpilgrims.com/events/events_national.html
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Thinking Different 
One of the people who came into 

Starbucks once in a while is set in her way 

of thinking and there is only her way. It is 

very hard to talk to her because there is 

only her way for the most part. I think today 

we got her to start thinking there are other 

ways. Don't get me wrong we enjoy talking 

to her as she has many good things to say. 

Today we got her to start thinking there 

just might be other ways. I can't wait until 

the next time to see if we really effected a 

little change. 

Paper Work 
Why am I standing here typing on my 

iPad when I really need to go in to my PC 

to pay some bills? Last night I looked at the 

pile of paper on my desk and sorted it. 

Most of it is things I need to take care of. I 

think I will go there now. I think before I eat 

lunch I should do that. Yup, I think I should 

stop typing and go do it. Yup...NOW Marty! 

… 

It’s Done, Now What 
I finished the paper work I wanted to 

finish. There is a little more but it will wait a 

little. In this pile I found something I feel I 

should tell you. 

New Year’s Predictions  
I found a pad of paper the other day 

with New Year’s prediction dated January 

5th. Not 2013 but 2002. So they are 11 years 

old. Most are mine, some are others. There 

are only first names and they are in my 

hand writing so I am guessing I asked; 

“What will 2002 bring?” 

 Before I type then out I want you to 

keep an open mind. Some of them I think 

have come to pass. 

If I remember I will be asking you what 

you think 2013 will bring. All I want is your 

best guess. Maybe in eleven years I will find 

the note pad and see how we did. 

2002 Predictions 
Mary: It is going to be a good year. 

Mary: He who hesitates doesn’t get where. 

Marty: When it rains the water is going to 

tend to flow to the lowest spot. 

Marty: When it is cold outside for a long 

time ice will form on some of the open 

water ways. 

Marty: In spite if the groundhog sees his 

shadow or not, spring will start around 

March 21st this year. 

Marty: Marty’s Random News will be issued 

for a while then stopped again. 

Marty: More people will be employees 

than unemployed. 

Marty: The Cubs, White Sox’s, Bears, and 

Bulls will continue to play ball. 

 Marty: Most People will continue to eat for 

a living. 

Marty: Most of the time you will find a 

place to park your car. 

Marty: The stock market will have its ups 

and downs. 

Marty: If the volume on the TV is too low it 

will be harder to hear than if it is too high. 

Shirley: There will world peace. 

Marty: When the phone rings most of the 

time someone will answer it. 

5:18pm Home again 

I went out and checked on that laptop 

I didn't really do anything for this morning 

and it still doing just fine without my 

intervention. Since I did so well fit that I 

decided to head to Wal-Mart and check 

out their veggies. Sorry Cork, I mean 

vegetables. 

I also needed a new pair of shoes so I 

checked them out. I had no idea how 

cheap you could buy shoes at Wal-Mart. 

The expensive ones were about 1/3 what I 
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paid for the shoes used to walk across 

Spain. I bought a cheap pair and they 

were about 10% the cost of the ones I am 

wearing right now. At that cost I had to 

buy a pair and see how they hold up for 

everyday use. They cost less than I spend 

for coffee some days. 

On the way home with my trunk full of 

Veggies and new shoes I stopped and had 

the tire fixed. The front tire on the driver 

side had a slow leak and for 3 months I was 

going to get it fixed. Funny, it cost twice as 

much to get it fixed as those new shoes 

cost.  

You know, taking about those veggies is 

making me hungry. 

15-Jan-13 6:21am *$ 

 

Whoops I forgot 

I was going to go to EWT this morning 

and exercise. I even bought another 

change of workout clothes so I didn't have 

to do laundry in the middle of the week. 

Oh well I will wait until Thursday or go later 

today. For near a year half I have going 

one Mon, Wed, & Fri. It is hard to change a 

habit. 
 

Birthdays: 
There are a bunch of birthdays I thought 

I would tell you of. That would be my niece 

Tonya, Robert L. Ripley, & Britta who met 

while I walked the Camino. Happy Birthday 

to you! 
 

New Shoes 

I bought those new shoes for $10.00 

yesterday at Wal-Mart. I am wearing them 

now. Right now I am not sure it was a good 

idea. Sometimes less is more but at this 

time I am thinking you get what you pay 

for. I'll give them a day before I decide if I 

will give them away. Pun intended! 

 

I think I should read my book. 
 

Which way should I go 

Now I am sitting here an hour later 

wondering what I will be doing today. I just 

don't know. What will today bring? I just 

don't know. What was the plan for today? I 

didn't have one. Should I go home or go to 

the restaurant for breakfast? I am sure I 

should one or the other. Should I sit here, 

have another cup of coffee or not? Home 

or not? This or that? Here or there? Why is 

my mind doing this to me now? Was it the 

coffee or the lemon cake that messed me 

up? Maybe it was the wind or the cold but 

which? Maybe with my tire fixed the car 

rides level unlike my mind right now. A 

while back I was wondering if more 

women or men came into Starbucks this 

early. Why was I doing that? Was that part 

of my confusion this morning? Black or 

white? Up or down? East or west? North or 

south? In or out? Left or right? Head or 

foot? Hot or cold? Load or quite? Talk or 

listen? 

Ah, that it I should listen for the answer. 

The inter Marty should have all the answers 

I should need today. Now I stop for a while 

and listen and see what 

happens.................... . . . . .  .  .  .   .   .    .    .     

.     .    .   .  .  . . . . .............. Here come some 

of the answers I need.  

White, Up, North, Out, Right, Head, 

Cold, Quite, Listen, calm, nothing, No more 

coffee here, and Breakfast at Vaughn's. 

That is enough of that for now! 
 

16-Jan-13 10:12am Home 24º 

Here is the month of January and it is 

half over. This year is moving right along 
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1/24 has passed. Enough said about this as 

time keeps passing on if we notice it or not. 
 

Birthday 
Mike was born on this day. Happy Birthday big 
brother! 
 

17-Jan-13 6:19am *S 
Don't let me do that again! Yesterday I 

never got around having a cup of coffee. 

After working out I came home and ate 

breakfast. Yes I ate at home from time to 

time.  

Then I went and bought some new 

Veggie seeds just in case I decide to put in 

a garden. Remember I went to Spain 

during the planting season last year 

therefore it never happened and besides 

Menards had seed package for twenty for 

a dollar. You can’t pass that up. I have 

been using 10 to 15 year old seed and 

figures on buying new this time. Seed do 

get old and the yield gets lower. The 12 

year old seeds I used grew just fine. You just 

have to store them in a dry place and 

most will survive for years and years. Since I 

plant them one seed at a time they last 

forever. 

I will be starting some of these seeds 

indoors in the next week or two. I have a 

problem with that because there isn't 

much sun coming in the windows I have for 

the plants to get. I may have to get a plant 

light the help. Wait I just remembered 

seeing that new Hydroponics store by the 

railroad over pass on route 176 in Crystal 

Lake. I was always going to stop in and see 

what was in there. They also sell stuff for 

making beer. Maybe wine too.  

They might have a plant light I could for 

starting my seeds. I know I could make my 

own but sometimes it is cheaper and faster 

to just buy one already made. 

Back to yesterday. I know I should not 

live in the past but I can still talk about it a 

little as it fades away. I spend most of 

yesterday doing almost nothing. I sat down 

in the chair and watched TV and fell 

asleep. Then I worked on the computer a 

little and got sleepy. So I checked my 

blood sugar and it was fine. I thought it 

might be why I was so sleepy. No help 

there. And I had worked out in the 

morning. That normally energizes me for a 

long time. It is was noon so I ate a energy 

bar and it should have be called a de-

energy bar because I got sleep I have 

been told that if you are low on energy like 

yesterday I might just not been drinking 

enough water. Well it wasn't the case 

yesterday. I even drink 2 cups for fresh 

orange juice. Well I was playing with the 

new juicer to see how it did oranges. Oh 

that took 5 oranges for those two cups. 

Anyway I was still sleepy. 

So by two o'clock I decided I would just 

let it run its course. I startup a movie and 

sat in my chair and boom I was sleeping. 

About three o’clock the phone rang 

and I had to go check out that computer 

again. Remember the one that I did 

nothing to fix it and it has been running for 

a few days. Again I could find nothing 

wrong. I asked a lot of questions to find 

what seemed to happing just before it 

stopped. After getting all that information I 

tried to make it fail and got now where so I 

turned it back to its master and just stood 

there watching it. When asked why I was 

just standing there I said;"I am just standing 

here because I think your laptop wants 

company and I think it knows I will be here 

for it. “Then I reached down and pet it a 

little.  You know I did get one of those 

looks. Sometimes you have to be very nice 
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to these things until they tell what is really 

bothering them. You know they have 

personalities too. Sometimes I am better 

with machines then people. Once the 

laptop is ready to tell me what is really is 

wrong I can only guess and do what I think 

is best. 

Well it was fine while I stood there 

leaning on the door-jam half asleep. Yes, I 

was sleepy there too. After a while I said 

good night to my laptop friend and 

headed home.  

When I got home I made some hot 

cocoa and put a spoon of instant coffee in 

it. I needed to wake up a little. I sat down 

to watch that movie I slept through earlier 

and slept though it again. When I woke up 

I got out the iPad to check out Facebook 

and call Mike to wish him a 70th birthday.  

He never answered the phone. The next 

thing I remembered was waking up around 

two in the morning and going to bed. 

Maybe it was just "a day of rest" and not 

on a Sunday. 

So I sit here at Starbucks telling you 

about my do nothing day yesterday. I think 

I might go up and get another 

coffee...wait there is a line. I'll go check out 

Facebook. 

Well the people stopped coming for a 

minute so I got my second cup. 
 

New Theater  

Have you driven up Main Street in 

Woodstock lately! Today I see the closed 

up the front of the new theater building. In 

the last week or so they have been 

installing the roof with a big crane and it 

has been parked inside. I was wondering 

when they would close in the front. Well, 

now I know. There build the wall out for 

prefab cement. Right now it looks like a big 

cement bunker like I have seen in so many 

of the old war movies. Maybe they will be 

watching war movies inside and want to 

protect us people on the outside. 

I am sure they will make it look nice on 

the outside before for us before it is 

finished. The story I heard is that inside 

there will be six movie theaters when they 

are done. I should say "rumor has it..."      

I guess if I want to see what they are 

doing any more I will need to stop and get 

out of the car and look in the door. I hope 

they leave it unlocked or better yet no 

door at all. 
 

Time for Breakfast 

I have checked out many things on the 

internet and now the internet is slowing 

and I am getting hungry so I think I will go 

out and bug Anila for a while. After all I 

have been here for a couple of hours and I 

can free up some of the internet 

bandwidth for others. Besides I like to bug 

Anila once in a while. 
 

Not so Sleepy 

Well I have been getting things done 

today. It helps if you don't spend the day in 

the chair sleeping all day. I didn't get out 

for breakfast with Anila earlier. I got 

another offer and accepted.  

So I was wondering how I was going to 

start all those veggie seeds and looked up 

the Hydroponics store in Crystal Lake. It is 

called Brew and Grow and they have a 

web site. Online it shows they sell. I started 

down there and talked myself out of it. I 

have enough stuff for now. I decided to 

look around a little before I go visit them. If I 

go there is a good chance I would come 

home with a car full of things I should live 

without. But some time I will go there just to 

see what they have and to get some 

ideas. 
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For now I planted eight maybe nine 

organic Beefsteak tomato seeds. I 

dropped one so it may be planted. I have 

a small plant light that should be good 

enough to start a few tomatoes. Tomatoes 

take 6 to 8 weeks if you start them from 

seeds. I know they should be ready in the 

middle of March and that is way too earlier 

to put tomatoes outside. I like growing 

thing so I am just planting my babies to see 

how they do. Now I planted the $2.49 

seeds and not the ones that cost only 5¢.  

You know I think I might plant all of 

those old seed I have been keeping for 

years. I looked the dates on a coupe 

package and one said 1998. I know there 

some in there that are older. So if they are 

15 years and they still grow I might have a 

big garden. 

I think I should look out over the back 

yard and see where I might be able to tear 

up the lawn to plant vegetables. Slow 

down Marty! Don't make it too large. Do 

you need/want another project? Ok quite 

talking to myself.  
 

18-Jan-13 6:06am Home 

I am just about to leave for my Friday 

morning workout at EWT when I 

remembered I planted those tomato 

seeds. They are still sleeping may be doing 

so for 7-10 days. Well I had to check on 

them, didn't I? Got to go! 
 

19-Jan-13 6:41am *$ 

Email 

I just checked my email and I receive 

an email from Dan. You may say;"So!"Well 

Dan is none other than Daniel from the 

Camino. It was Daniel from Idaho and I 

who helped rescue Marvin the retired 

priest from North Dakota on the second 

day of my walk across Spain. Dan was 

heading to Norway when we last talked. 

His email tells me he is there now. It was 

good to hear from him. 

Camino Business 

When Dan, Marvin, and I parted in 

Pamplona on May 10th, 2012 we talked 

about meeting on May 10th, 2014 at 

terminal (13). Today I wonder if that will 

come to be. 

Dan was saying he would get a van 

and we could sell coffee and donuts in 

remote places. Places like at the top of 

remote hills where the pilgrims are tired 

and need a break after walking a long 

ways without a break. I remember a lot of 

places where I came around a corner just 

time out nothing in site where I could take 

a break. 

I am thinking I could take pictures of the 

pilgrims and email them to them so they 

return home. Ah, I could have the pilgrims 

sign a guest book and then I'll have their 

names and email address. Then I could 

write a book about the adventure and 

sent it to all the people we meet. 

Marvin the retired priest could be a 

spiral advisor for those in need. I enjoyed 

him because he did not push his beliefs on 

us but he was there if we needed them. 

The three of us got along so well on the 

Camino it might be an idea to try. 

Wait, we would have to make a little 

money so we can finance this endeavor. 

Ah yes, donation! If we have a service 

people want and enjoy they can donate 

what they feel good about. If we go broke 

then we just move on. 

So Daniel was going to get a van. I'll let 

him deal with that. Since he cooked for us 

many time and he cooked for a crew of 

men when he worked for the forest service 
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he should be able to figure out how the 

van should be. I hardly ever cook in my 

motor home so I’ll pass on that. 

Marvin could figure out the spiral stuff. I 

avoid churches so I am not the one for 

that. 

I being a technical person I could setup 

the internet, printer, email, guest book, 

camera and whatever else we need to be 

able to be connected to the rest of the 

world from time to time.  

We could move for place to place as 

needed so you can sleep in the albergues. 

Most albergues only let you stay one night 

so we would not be able to stay put too 

long. If we travel east to west every few 

days we will run into the same pilgrims and 

would get to know many of them as we 

travel. On the other hand if we travel west 

to east there will be different people at 

every stop. We could do this for ever 

without seeing the same pilgrim more than 

once if we are traveling west to east. 

On the other hand if you travel west we 

will know about where we will be stopping 

next and could tell the pilgrims where they 

might see us again. 

Wow, this sounds like plan all ready. 

Today I wonder if it is really is something 

that will come to pass.  

Too Many Projects 

From what I just wrote about you may 

have the idea I have too many projects in 

my head. Well I don't know how many 

things you have going at one time. My 

newsletter only lets you know about some 

of mine. You hear about the ones that get 

to my fingers to type and I am almost 

thinking out loud with eight fingers fighting 

to press the keyboard at the same time 

you know that some time there are 

random thoughts to get punched into the 

keys. 

I have never been a list person. By list 

person I only mean I mean a person who 

makes a list of all the projects they want to 

do and some put them on a time 

schedule. I on the other hand work on the 

project that seems to be the most 

important at the time. Like right now there 

are many things I could be doing but I am 

typing to you and thinking about getting 

another cup of coffee. Yup, I will get that 

coffee and be right back.... 

Ok I'm back. I notice the guy sitting at 

the other table is reading a book that is 3" 

thick. I couldn't see the title and he just left. 

I have one about 1" thick at home in the 

pile to read next. You notice I said "pile" 

and not "list", didn't you? 

What I am thinking right now I about 

making a list of all the things I have started 

and not finished. I start doing that a few 

time in the past and never finished. Maybe 

I should have put making a list on my list.  

I just remembered it is now Saturday. I 

go to Vaughan's on Saturday to see Mary 

& Heather. Is that something I would put on 

my list of things to do? I think I only miss 

seeing them once or twice a year. I think I 

will start a list of open projects right now 

while I finish this cup of coffee then I will go 

take a break the rest up so I am ready for 

lunch. 
 

To-Do List 

I'm sitting at Vaughan's working on my 

"List of Lists". I have started to make a list of 

things I started or things I want to do some 

day and number 51 was "Take a break for 

adding to this list. So I am working on my list 

now.  Yes, I am taking a break from 

thinking about all of things left to do. If I 

think about this after I get home I will add 

more things to the list. Wait, I just thought of 

another thing....Wait I am on break. Break 

first! 
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Internet 

I just realized I am spending much more 

time on the internet as in the past. I have 

noticed I read at lot more there than in the 

past too. I say this because I keep thinking I 

should read more. Well reading on the 

internet is reading too. It may not be a 

story from a book but it still reading. It may 

be a lot of the nonsense like what is on 

Facebook but reading it is just the same. 

There are many things on the internet that 

are entertaining if they be news, literature, 

or nothing-ship it is still reading. 

I get lost on the internet looking up 

things I think need to help me get a project 

complete or if I even want to figure how to 

spell a word. There is so much information 

out there. This is a good and a bad thing. 

Some of the things I find I believe other I do 

not. Sometime I am not sure if the things 

true or not because of who has posted it. 

Just like me when I get on my high horse 

telling you something I want someone else 

to believe and they do not want to. 

Everything we know today to be true until 

someone comes up with a new idea of 

what is true. Remember at one time in 

history everyone knew that the world was 

flat until someone decided it was round. 

And remember the Sun use to go around 

the Earth until they moved it. 

Anyway there are many things that are 

true today that might not be true 

tomorrow.  

What do you remember the Internet 

told you that were true in the past that is 

not today?  

Wow! I am typing on one today. When 

will you read my thoughts so I don't have to 

type? We are close because I could talk to 

it now if I wanted and it types it.  

List of Projects 

One of the things on my list was to 

make a blog with my projects. Well is 

seems I did it a while back and posted 

something on it one Jan 12, 2012. Yes, last 

year! I guess I started this project before 

too. This blog is not open to the public. It is 

a thing to help remind me of things started. 

So the first thing will be to do all the 

updates and upgrades to get this working 

again. It may guide me to completing a 

few of my projects. 

 

20-Jan-13 6:19am *$ 

The book I am read is a free Kindle book 

from Amazon called.... 

22-Jan-13 6:30am *$ 
I see I was in the middle of a thought 

the other day and got interrupted. Maybe 

it was the cold and I got a brain freeze. 

Well I remember thinking about that book 

and thought I wrote something. I wonder if 

it got lost in the Lost & Found department 

of my iPad. I any case it ain't here, is it? 

C-O-L-D 
Before I left the house this morning I 

checked the temperature and see it was 

7º. So I said this good that was about the 

high yesterday.  

When I got to Starbucks I see Walter 

sitting here and asked him if it was Sunday. 

I mostly see him on Sunday morning and 

almost never the rest of the week. 

After I got my coffee we started to talk 

about how cold it was and he said he had 

minus seven. I kidded him about having a 

frozen thermometer. Then I wondered if my 

eyes were frozen up. Maybe it was -7º so I 

headed to internet to check on my 

weather station data. Yup, sure enough it is 

-7º! It is C-O-L-D this morning. I should have 
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figured it by watching the people come in 

the door all bundled up. I am not so cold 

sitting here unless someone decides they 

need to open the door to get in here for 

their coffee. Then they turn around and 

open it again when they go to leave. What 

is up with that?  

Ah, Walter is here because he had a 

cataract was removed yesterday. I guess 

one can have a day off once in a while. 

 

23-Jan-13 10:47am EWT 
I forgot how much I like watching the 

courser flash while doing those Microsoft 

Windows updates. Well I see it is finished 

and it wants me to reboot, again!  
I guess I am not at home and doing 

something else instead of waiting. It isn't 

the updates that get to me it is the waiting 

I have a problem with. Well will this ever be 

finish booting? Oh, finally!   

Now the printer driver...Wait, not 

another update. Oh this is just the pdf 

reader. It can wait, printer first! Ok how 

long is this going to take? Hum, Guess I find 

out if I wait.  

 I was cold. Now I'm Marty again! I gave 

a chocolate cookie in one hand a large 

cup dark roast Starbucks in the other 

hand...Wait the phone rings... 

Now I have a cookie, coffee, iPad, and 

answering the phone. I guess I still haven't 

lost it yet. Oh, talk on the phone------- 

I have to go now. Later!  

27-Jan-13 7:23am *$ 
Java Planet is another coffee shop here 

in Woodstock. I have never in the place 

but these guys at the next table have and 

have been talking about it for awhile. I 

guess Tina is leaving soon and they figure 

they might as well close the place when 

she goes. I guess she is running the place. It 

would be kind of going to Vaughan's and 

not having Mary & Heather or Town & 

Country and not having Anila and Vee. 

Some places are what they are because 

of the people that work there. I have never 

been to Java Planet but just hearing these 

guys talk I am missing Tina. Maybe I should 

go there and see who she is. 

Oh I have until May before see goes. 

She is going to Ireland and Ethiopia I guess. 

I am listening to these guys talk while I am 

typing. I guess this is gossip that I am 

turning into rumors. Shame upon me! I tell 

people not to gossip and spread rumors. I 

better go meet Tina and see what is real 

what is happening with her. Maybe she will 

take me with here. I have never been to 

Ethiopia.   

Thinking about Ethiopia, Mike spent 

some time there. Maybe he would like to 

go too.  

I think I have been here too long. I think 

I will go out to TC and see Anila & Vee. 
       

31-Jan-13 6:28am *$ 
The end is here again. The month of 

January that is, maybe my laptop too. 

 

Birthday 
Today it is Steve's Birthday. Happy 

Birthday Steve! 

 

Laptop Story 
My laptop has been shutting itself down 

for a couple of weeks now. Everything I 

checked out leads me to it thinks it is 

overheating. Thought it is very warm I don't 

think it is that hot. If it was a PC and not a 

laptop I would just open it up and see 

what was hot. My Weather Station PC is a 

little thing about the size of a CD player. 

When the fan went out it over heated and 

shut itself down the same way. Being small 
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and in a very confined space you need to 

get the heat out. 

The laptop's exhaust air form the vent 

had been feeling hot. I just figured it was 

the paper work I had piled in front. Well it 

weren't the entire problem. After a few 

days I measured the temperature of the 

exhaust air and it was about 100º when is 

shut down. 

This isn't hot enough to cause a 

shutdown but I figured if it full of dust inside 

it could be much hotter inside. 

Yesterday I was not feeling well and 

sitting around doing nothing doesn't cut for 

me. That is unless I am watching a movie 

with my eyes closed. Funny, I wonder how 

many movie I really watch. The TV is always 

on. I may be watching them from the other 

room as much as sitting in the chair with 

the eyes closed. 

I download a disassembly manual for 

my laptop and started to take it apart one 

screw at a 

time. When I 

had it all 

apart I think I 

have about 

50 screws 

and maybe 

25 part 

spread all 

over the 

table.      

You will note in this picture is not all the 

parts that I removed. I put a few of them 

one the table behind me. 

 
 

Pictures are worth a thousand words. 

Here a few of them. Crystal Ball is a 

magnifying glass thought I may use it to 

seek answers to put it back together. The 

flash light was to help because it was 

overcast and my lamp did not shine 

enough light. The blue thing in the front is 

my IR temperature gauge to find hot spots 

the laptop not me. :-) 

The phone lays there in case I got luck 

and someone would call and I would get 

to go for coffee. As a matter of fact some 

called while I was resting after I was 

finished taking it apart. Yup, I was sleeping 

in the chair and 5 messages didn't wake 

me but when the phone rang I woke up.  

One more thing, you seed the seep 

packs in the background. I hope I get this 

thing working before it is time to start 

planting them. 

 

Mostly what I see could be the problem 

was the dust in the fan. This could be the 

cause because it will show the air flow. I 

also found dust in the fins of the heat-pipe 

cooler.   

This picture was not mine but you get 

the idea. I had vacuumed mine way 

before I got into my laptop. 

I have the inside of my laptop squeaky 

clean now. 
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Now I am waiting for the thermo pads 

have to be replaced after removing the 

heat-sink and fan. This is a $3 part and no 

one has in stock. I shopped around a little 

and just ordered these pads online. 

Hopefully they come back before I forget 

how to reassemble this thing. 

So how is your day? 

 

13-Apr-13 10:27am Home 
Yes it is ready! Well January issue is 

ready. I think I should quick save it and get 

it out to you. 

Happy Spring in the middle of winter 


